Microfoundations of Organizational Routines and Capabilities on Demand of Designing Network Position through High Potential Acumen Leader on Absorptive Capacity
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Abstract

Extending to explore how organizational antecedents affect absorptive capacity, this research proposed a theoretical model linking microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities with network effects through high potential acumen leader (H-PAL). Drawing on a network effects of network position perspective with design thinking to enhance absorptive capacity, I argue that organizational design become a determinant factors on firm to produce more innovation on yielding better performance if leader has significance potential to grow in both the greater scale and scope of promising management skills. Building upon the dynamic capabilities view of the firm, the paper proposed an advance model with design thinking approach convincing that the value of conceptualizing and operationalizing network effects of network position via high potential acumen leader have open up new research interest that cut across traditional “micro versus macro” boundaries.
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1. Introduction

In recent years a great deal of scholarly attention have witnessed a contribution of absorptive capacity in innovation (Tsai, 2001), business performance (Lane, Salk, & Lyles, 2001), interorganizational transfer of knowledge (Gupta & Govindarajan, 2000), and interorganizational learning (Lane et al., 2001; Lichtenthaler, 2009). Given increasing interest in absorptive capacity, few have captured the holistic of multi-dimensionality of the concept. Despite, while most studies have focused on innovation that lead to competitiveness of the firm via absorptive capacity, organizational management antecedents, particularly organizational design, have been largely ignored (Lane, Koka, & Pathak, 2006). Noticeable missing from research attention has been a potential of leadership, despite suggestions by creativity researchers that most scholars focus on greater effort on leadership approach rather than the potential level of such a leader.

In today’s dynamic and increasingly hypercompetitive environment, firm aspire to achieve sustainability in their performance through frequent change, instead of rely on macrofoundations of organizational strategy and execution, microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities is required. Felin, Foss, Heimeriks, & Madsen (2012) realized that routines and capabilities have emerged as a central constructs in all field of management research. Particularly, it has also been closely linked to the interorganizational knowledge-based assimilation and transformation. Despite much progress has been made in understanding routines and capabilities, the interlinking microfoundations of these constructs have not received adequate attention (Felin et al., 2012).

The research proceeds as following; proposed a contemporary leadership paradigm that extending transformational leadership to high potential acumen leadership, integrating design thinking approach in complementary for leader to architect processes and structural fit with its organizational members to enhance their network effects of network position on recognizing and transforming valuable external knowledge to best interest of organization. Finally, the purpose is to enhance absorptive capacity to achieve frequent innovation to promote sustainable growth.

2. Literature Review

New Leadership Approach on Enhancing Microfoundations of Organizational Routines and Capabilities: High Potential Acumen Leader (H-PAL)

Over the last two decades, we have witnessed a clear consensus that transformational leadership represents the most active and effective form of leadership, a form in which leaders are closely engaged with follower and motivating them to outperform their potential. Bass (1985, 1990, 1999) has theorized that transformational leadership comprises of four dimensions, intellectual stimulation, individualized consideration, idealized influence, and inspirational stimulation. All these capabilities relate directly to enhance firms encounter the difficulty by motivating employee to invest more on their work.
Microfoundations of Organizational Routines and Capabilities

Cognition, action, and interaction within organizations have presented as central constructs in a field of management research. As recent growing bodies of research are highly influenced by innovation, microfoundations of organizational competitiveness have drawn heightened attention from scholars and others (Lichtenthaler, 2009, Lewin, Massini, & Peeters, 2011). The concept of microfoundations certainly is not new. It traditionally rests on sociology and philosophy in social theory, whereas early work used as a factor to explain organizational heterogeneity (Gavetti, 2005). Therefore, microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities, specifically referred to individuals, processes, structures, and interactions within and across components that contribute to the aggregation and emergence of the collective constructs (Felin et al., 2012).

Design Thinking on Linking High Potential Acumen Leader (H-PAL) and Microfoundations of Organizational Routines and Capabilities

Shifting from Transformational leader to High Potential Acumen Leader

Over the last two decades, we have witnessed a clear consensus that transformational leadership represents the most active and effective form of leadership, a form in which leaders are closely engaged with followers and motivating them to outperform their potential. Bass (1990) introduced transformational leadership concept for more than two decades. However, the majority of related leadership research has limited to three broad categories: non-transactional, transactional, and transformational. These categories describe leader behavior performance from passive-ineffective to active-effective (Avolio, 1999). Despite such existing leadership evidence that matters, researchers still need to know more about how leaders cope with holistic dynamic change to produce upward mobility by influence each individuals and units in the workplace.

Across all three categories of leadership are characterized by the latitude of behavior characteristics. As Rubin, Munz, & Bommer (2005) noted, transformational leaders represent the most active and effective form in which leaders are effectively engage with the subordinates and motivate them to outperform their tasks and responsibilities. In addition, Poddakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, & Fetter (1990) described conceptualization of transformational leadership characteristics which included; articulating a vision of the future, fostering group-oriented work, setting high expectations, challenging followers’ thinking, supporting followers’ individual needs, and acting as a role model.

Proposed Model

Theoretically, transformational leadership influences their subordinates by “broadening and elevating follower’s goals and providing them with confidence to perform beyond the expectations specified in the implicit or explicit exchange agreement” (Dvir, Eden, Avolio, & Shamir, 2002: 735). With respect to original personality traits and transformational leadership behaviors, one initial step forward explanation for those evidences support should be a leadership potential of designing management frameworks rather than emotional stability as usual. Thus, this paper takes an initial step toward addressing this conspicuous oversight of a transformational leadership from Bass (1985) original concept which theorized that transformational leadership comprises four dimensions: intellectual stimulation, individualized consideration, charisma, and inspirational motivation.

High Potential Acumen Leader (H-PAL)

The extent studies indicated that narrowing leadership characteristic may be limited the usefulness of leadership capabilities. Therefore, a contemporary leadership discipline should shift its focus from leadership latitude or lateral abilities to longitude or vertical abilities to what extent define by leadership potential level.

One most business challenge is to ensure that firms ready to prepare “high potential” personnel that firms believe with trust that will become leaders. Setting a clear definition of “high potential leader” that mean someone will be able to succeed in a significant in bigger impact through their own ability to responsible greater scale and scope (Groysberg & Nohria, 2011). Thus, high potential acumen leader (H-PAL) is proposed. Whereas, high potential acumen leader is defines an extension of transformational leader with special attention to an overall potential to design individuals to fit with processes an interactions in suitable architect structure on enhancing better organizational routines and capabilities that be able to coup with current intense competitive market to ensure sustainable growth.

In sum, the alternative propose of new strategic leadership paradigm become an essential, whereas competitions are
highly dynamic. The great insight was that firms compete not only with their direct rivals but also with their customer on creating more value and mutual benefits (Gavetti, 2011). To complete the mission, the entire value-chain activities must be proactively functional smartly. High potential acumen leader (H-PAL) is considered in the context of executing leading superior performance through their shrewdness of deriving insight. The proposed high potential acumen leader (H-PAL) might not only affect the development, operation, maintenance, and/or change of routines or capabilities, but also contribute to creativity capabilities (Vergne and Durand, 2010).

Establishment concept of acumen leader describe as one that has ability to make a good business judgement and quick decision, typically in a socio-economic benefits of the firm. A basic characteristics for assessing high acumen leadership potential extend from transformational leader are as follow; high power of associate thinking, derives insight, strongly influence collective organizational engagement, and leading congruence organizational direction. Proposing a new psychology of leadership is an attempt to make enormous progress and great strides poverty in order to lift up a quality and a standard of living of mankind through well-designed management in business activities for the next decades (Gavetti, 2011).

**Design Thinking**

Interest in how the application and practice of design might contribute to management and business is increasing exponentially. Empirically, there are variations within the theme, such as how design thinking might enrich strategic thinking, or how using common concepts in design practice can infuses a design of business practice (Martin, 2009). In this article, design thinking refers to the ability of leader to create appropriate processes, methods, approaches, structure, system and solutions that intelligence enough to ensure creative action (Brown, 2008, Martin, 2009). Moving beyond prior research by linking business leader and design thinking deserves an attention of researcher because thinking like a designer offers a way of framing management that go beyond pursuit of efficiency and help to ensure organizational innovation. Moreover, this allows us to separate theoretically and practically the influences of leadership and organizational performance.

**High Potential Acumen Leader (H-PAL) on Design Thinking Microfoundations of Organizational Routines and Capabilities**

Indeed, this study described how high potential acumen leader (H-PAL) design his thinking that offers a way of framing microfoundations affect routines and capabilities of firms. This article follows a working definition of microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities which include constituent components (i.e. main effects)-individuals, processes, and structure; and interactions within and across components (i.e. interaction effects)-the interactions of individuals, processes, and structures that contribute to the aggregation and emergence of the collective constructs (Felin, et. al.,2012: 1353). To describe a different way of design thinking, which would be a value of high potential acumen leader effectiveness would be reasonable to harness information, understanding, and managing emotional information in followers’ thinking. Indeed, managing micro-level phenomena, specifically, individual, processes, and structure that have been played a central role in the origins of management theory, is required a correct path.

A complementary body of microfoundations lay as an important cause of emergence mechanism of processes and structure, particularly their interactions, through individual interest to absorb new external knowledge (Felin, et. al., 2012, Hodgson, 2012). Despite, the growing interest in microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities, the lack of research regarding this issues with leadership potential have been largely ignored. The emphasis of this paper is placed on how leaders can influence their follower to interact effectively on a design thinking processes and structure on routines basis with relatively high attention on outperforming innovative task.

Even though, routine tasks establish automatic patterns of behavior, increasing task understanding and enriching organizational effectiveness required well-designed process, structure and its interaction. Therefore, high potential acumen leader (H-PAL) tentatively become the appropriate predictable variable that enable microfoundations absorptive capacity mechanism. In addition, high potential acumen leader with a high level of design thinking is likely to hamper the ability to design microfoundations factors ready for future innovation.

**Proposition 1:** High potential acumen leader will influence the well-designed microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities on well-practice interaction for valuing new external knowledge for future innovation development.

**Proposition 1a:** Design thinking of high potential acumen leader mediates the effect of high potential leader acumen leader on well-designed for well-practice of microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities.

**Microfoundations of Organizational routines and capabilities and Network Effects of Network Position**

While organizational routines and capabilities are theoretical linked with social network, these constructs may vary in multiple manifestations and focus on different phenomena. One implication of this heterogeneity is that many aspects of routines and capabilities require further explanation. Drawing on a network perspective on microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities, one can argued that design organizational routines can enhance innovation toward better performance, if leader acknowledge network position of each organizational units recognizing and reveals its ability to acquire new external knowledge (Van de Ven, 1986). As Szulanski (1996) argued that without a
unit’s tie relationship, knowledge is hardly transfers to others unit within an organization. In addition, prior research on knowledge-based view of the firm has suggested that social networks facilitate the creation of new knowledge within organizations (e.g. Kogut & Sander, 1992; Tsai, 2000). Therefore, social networks analyses can be partitioned into a number of conceptual and analytical categories in the proposed model.

Despite, networks effect and microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities are particularly important in the study of organization management, the roles and responsibility defines the pattern of relationship and interactions that exist among actors in the processes have been surprisingly ignored. Social network methods are a mean of formally stating social properties and processes and rigorously defining management constructs, particularly on microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities (Freeman, 1979).

Specifically, with an effective communication technology, it has been influenced the patterns of relationship that share engagement among each units in network significantly through designed network position. In which different network positions represent different opportunities of a unit to access new knowledge that is critical to create innovation (Tsai, 2001). Thus, the purpose of this study attempts to explore and to investigate the relationships between well-designed routines and capabilities at the micro-origins and the network effects through network position that has been directed by high potential acumen leader, particularly on design thinking approach.

Working on the behavioral theory of the firm directs attention to a potential a role of individuals in social network in explaining organizational outcomes. Indeed, Simon (1985) noted that research that linked these two concepts considerably ignore, particularly less focused on linking individuals’ interest and cognitions to organizations’ action on absorbing new external knowledge. The notion of bounded rationality serves as one starting point for new research contributions to leverage organizational learning (Lichtenthaler, 2009). Therefore, design thinking microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities can enable units of different network position to gain access to new knowledge. That is essential to create new innovative products and services.

Proposition 2: Design thinking of microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities is consistent with network effects of network position to access new knowledge.

Network Position and Absorptive Capacity
In recent year researchers have used external knowledge to foster innovation and to enhance their performance (Zollo, Reumer, & Singh, 2002). Lichtenthaler (2009) noted that developing new innovation depend on the ability to absorb knowledge of the firms. Prior research has drawn heightened attention from scholar and others. In particular, Cohen and Levinthal (1990) attempted to examine those capabilities and introduced absorptive capacity for more than two decades. From their seminal papers, which has been termed absorptive capacity. In response to the attention given to absorptive capacity, researchers have address various concepts associated with the emergence and implications of comprehensive absorptive capacity. This article addresses absorptive capacity as a firm’s ability to utilize external knowledge through the sequential dimensions and processes on recognition, acquisition, assimilation, transformation, and exploitation (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990, 1994, Zahra & George, 2002, Lane, Koka, & Pathak, 2006).

Exploratory learning, via recognizing, is considered as a starting point of learning through the establishment of acquiring external knowledge, and transforming acquired knowledge with their prior related knowledge in order to exploit it effectively on innovative matter (Zara & George, 2002). Therefore, exploitative learning relates to both acquired knowledge and stock knowledge on ability of organizational members to perform tasks on routinely basis. The increased use of mutual learning and interunit cooperation is consistent with well-designed strong network effect through network position which promote organizational units and its members to work as a teams with a good interpersonal skills that be able to process and transfers complexity information and knowledge to new creative ideas.

Zahra & George (2002) noted that knowledge recognition, transformation, and exploitation required sharing of relevant knowledge among members of the firm. Therefore, energizing multiunit within an organization to gain useful knowledge from each other is not only enhance firm to acquire more new external knowledge, but also provides opportunities to stimulate interunit to gain useful knowledge to enhance innovation (e.g., Kogut & Zander, 1992; Tsai & Ghoshal, 1998). Designing social networks through network position is likely to facilitate a creation of new knowledge within organization. Through different design network position, which depends on a potential of leader, represent a unit potential to connect to one another on recognizing and acquiring new external knowledge (Huber, 1991; Tsai, 2001). Therefore, firm that apply social networks interaction through design thinking network position will fuel strong connectedness on facilitating the flow of knowledge that allowing firm to assimilate, transform and exploit new knowledge for creative output. These observations suggest as the following:

Proposition 3: Applying network effects of network position are likely to enhance firm absorptive capacity, thereby the ability to create innovation is convincing.

3. Conclusion and Practical Implications
The paper provides the complementarity of learning processes through a role of new leadership approach on design thinking. High potential acumen leader is proposed along with comprehensive attention on designing microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities with network effects of network position. The purpose is to explore an effective influence pattern to enhance absorptive capacity via high potential acumen leader. Regarding the proposed
model, increasing exploratory, transformative, and exploitative of the firms via absorptive capacity requires the comprehensive design thinking on individuals, processes, structure, and their interaction. To actively increase absorptive capacity firm need to create an effective contextual antecedents that have significant influence on the emergence, operation, and effectiveness of high potential acumen leader.

From an antecedent perspective, it is clear that the design thinking capability of high potential acumen leader provide a significant form on organizing microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities that draw on broadly accumulated knowledge within the domain of human capital, organizational capital and social capital. Thus, it would be reasonable to assume that while the antecedents of network effects of network position are likely to be somewhat reveals organizational ability relative strength in gaining access to new knowledge and leveraging useful knowledge proactively. Exploring new association path between leader and absorptive capacity through social networks is critical, particularly, when social network technologies can create strong network effects. Investigating design thinking on network position will provides useful information learning potential of its units on absorptive capacity on influencing the evolutionary path on an entire organization. As a starting point of developing such a mid-range theories on integrating macro-microfoundations of organizational routines and capabilities, pursuing this path of seeking will shed the light in a black box that has great potential to make significant contributions to management research.
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